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In this paper, first-order logic is interpreted in the framework of universal algebra, using the clone theory developed in three previous papers [1] [2] and [3] .
We first define the free clone T ÔL, CÕ of terms of a first order language L over a set C of parameters in a standard way. The free right algebra F ÔL, CÕ of formulas over the clone T ÔL, CÕ of terms is then generated by atomic formulas vis a binary operation and a unary operation . The classical unary operations x 1 , x 2 , ... are derived from via substitutions. Structures for L over C are represented as perfect valuations of F ÔL, CÕ, and theories of L are represented as filters of F ÔL, ÀÕ. Finally Godel's completeness theorem and first incompleteness theorem are stated as expected.
A (first order) language is a nonempty set L consisting of n-ary function symbols and n-ary predicate symbols for each n 0. We assume L contains a 0-ary predicate symbol F. We say L is a language with equality if L contains a 2-ary predicate symbol .
Let X Øx 1 , x 2 , ...Ù be a fixed set of variables. Let C be a (possibly empty) set of parameters. The terms T ÔL, CÕ of L over C form the smallest set of expressions containing 0-ary function symbols, variables and parameters, which is closed under the formation rule: if t 1 , ..., t n are terms of L and if f È L is an n-ary function symbol, then the expression f Ôt 1 , ..., t n Õ is a term of L.
An atomic formula of L over C is either a 0-ary predicate symbol, or an expression of the form P Ôt 1 , ..., t n Õ where P È L is any n-ary predicate symbol and t 1 , ..., t n are terms of L over C. The formulas F ÔL, CÕ of L over C form the smallest set of expressions containing the atomic formulas and closed under the formation rule: if A, B are formulas so are the expressions ÔA BÕ and ÔAÕ. We shall follow the usual conventions to eliminate parentheses.
In the following we assume P, Q, R È L are predicate symbols, f, g, h È L are 
CÕ is a locally finite clone, which is a free algebra over the free basis X C with function symbols as the signature. Denote by F n ÔL, CÕ the set of formulas with a rank n 0. If A, B È F n ÔL, CÕ then ÔA BÕ, ÔAÕ, Ôx i ÕA È F n ÔL, CÕ. If n 0 and A È F n ÔL, CÕ then ÔAÕ, Ôx n ÕA È F n¡1 ÔL, CÕ. A sentence is a formula with a rank 0. If a formula A has a rank n 0 then n A Ôx n Õ. If L is a language with equality then we also assume that the following conditions are satisfied.
4.
n Ôx xÕ È U for any n 0. 5. n Ôx y ÔA AÖyßx×ÕÕ È U for any n 0.
Denote by AÔL, CÕ the set of atomic formulas of L over C. A subset E of AÔL, CÕ such that F Ê E is called an atomic valuation of L over C. Since F ÔL, CÕ is generated by atomic formulas under operations and inductively, a perfect valuation U of L is uniquely determined by the atomic valuation U AÔL, CÕ. Conversely any atomic valuation determines a perfect valuation for any language L without equality.
If U F ÔL, CÕ is a perfect valuation and t 1 , t 2 , ... A structure for L is a pair M ÔM, γÕ where M is a set and γ is an operation with domain L such that
Any structure M ÔM, γÕ determines a left algebra M over the clone T ÔL, MÕ such that f Ôx 1 , ..., x n ÕÖm 1 , m 2 , ...× γÔf ÕÔm 1 , ..., m n Õ and mÖm 1 , m 2 , ...× m for any elements m, m 1 , m 2 , ... È M. Any fixed sequence m 1 , m 2 , ... È M then determines a perfect valuation U of L over M such that P Ôt 1 , ..., t n Õ È U iff Ôt 1 Öm 1 , m 2 , ...×, ..., t n Öm 1 , m 2 , ...×Õ È γÔP Õ. Conversely, any perfect valuation U of L over C determines a structure ÔT ÔL, CÕ, γÕ such that γÔf ÕÔt 1 , ..., t n Õ f Ôt 1 , ..., t n Õ and Ôt 1 , ..., t n Õ È γÔP Õ iff P Ôt 1 , ..., t n Õ È U. 
If L is a language with equality then the following formulas are also axioms: A7. x x. A8. x y ÔA AÖyßx×Õ. Furthermore if A is an axiom then A is an axiom.
Note that A4-A6 are equivalent to the following A4 ½ -A6 ½ for any variable x: A theory of L is a set T of sentences. We say a theory T is consistent if there is no formula A such that T°A and T° A. A theory T is complete if for any sentence A, we have T°A iff T ² A.
Let L a be a language with equality and function symbols 0, ½ , ¤ and .
Let T a be the theory consisting of the following sentences of L a : (S1) ÔxÕÔ Ô0 x ½ ÕÕ. Theorem 5 (Incompleteness Theorem). Assume T a is consistent. Then it is not complete.
